A REVOLUTIONARY NEW
SLEEP SYSTEM
SlumberShield® has joined forces with HeiQ to create
a revolutionary new sleep system. HeiQ Adaptive
adds a powerful, dynamic polymer that reacts to
your body to regulate your temperature while you
sleep.

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS SAY
“The SlumberCool® Protector has been of great
benefit to me since I started using it! I tend to
stay warm even on cool days, and evenings in
the summer heat an late-summer humidity were
a problem. It was all I could do to stay cool with
windows open, a fan blowing, and on top of the
sheets. My pillow and sheets would sometimes still
be damp from the night’s perspiration. I’d wake
dehydrated and unhappy. The SlumberCool®
Protector has allowed me more restful nights as
the bed itself seems cooler, and I sleep more easily
as my restlessness has greatly diminished. This is
something I have and will continue to recommend
to anyone with overheating problems.” - Jason B.
“I finally found a solution to my night sweats, and
am resting comfortably.” -Christine R

Adaptive causes the fibers in a fabric to change
shape in response to heat or cold, allowing for a
perfect level of insulation and evaporation. This
state-of-the-art, intelligent textile works all of the
time, no “reactivation” required, to keep you
unfailingly comfortable by constantly meeting the
demands of your ever changing environment.
Combined with the powerful protection of
SlumberShield’s® Breathe-A-Barrier®, you can
sleep easy knowing your bed is protected and
comfortable. Soothing comfort is matched
with fierce protection of your valuable mattress
investment, resulting in a drier, cleaner bed as well
as a longer mattress life.
Available in Mattress Protectors and Mattress
Encasements.

Designed
to help you
sleep easy.
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MATTRESS
PROTECTION

MATTRESS PROTECTION DESIGNED TO HELP YOU SLEEP EASY.
A comforting, luxurious Jacquard fabric is combined with breakthrough thermoregulation treatment resulting
in an outstanding level of comfort and protection. ADAPTIVE treated textiles enhance the wearers comfort,
complement the skin’s natural moisture transport and control thermal cooling.

You’ve heard the claims of a cooler night’s sleep
before. Why is SlumberCool® different than the
rest?
First and foremost, Adaptive always works. It
requires no reactivation like older treatments.
It is constantly active, dynamically responding
to every change. In addition, SlumberCool’s®
unique construction increases air flow, moisture
management, and evaporation to create a
custom sleep environment. With the help of
Adaptive’s intelligent response, SlumberCool®
becomes as insulating or breathable as you need
it to be.
Older Phase Change Materials must be heated
to the melting point to absorb heat energy as
it moves from a solid state to a liquid state. This
phase change produces a temporary cooling
effect in the textile. It must then be reactivated
by exposure to cold before becoming active
again.

MATTRESS PROTECTOR FEATURES

ADAPTIVE

Keeps Mattresses
Cool & Dry

• Heiq Adaptive Treated Fabric Transports Moisture and
Heat Away From Your Body
• Breathable Waterproof Barrier
• Protects Against Stains and Liquid Damage
• Proven Dust Mite, Bacteria and Allergen Protection
• Easy Care, Machine Washable
• Responds Dynamically To Environmental Changes
Creating A Cool, Dry Microclimate For Sleep

MATTRESS ENCASEMENTS FEATURE
THE ABOVE & ARE ALSO:

• Certified, Laboratory Tested and Guaranteed Bed
Bug Proof

Comparatively, Adaptive’s polymer is always
active, immediately regulating any change
in moisture level or heat. Instead of a single
chemical reaction, Adaptive changes the way
fabric responds to heat and moisture, insulating
against cold, and becoming more evaporative
and breathable in response to warmth. This
dynamic response works to keep you consistently
comfortable, resulting in a deeper, more restful
sleep. Adaptive is so sensitive that it works on
shared sleep spaces, creating a microclimate for
each sleeper. Adaptive is the answer to the quest
for a consistent, harmonious sleep environment.
In addition, the added evaporative qualities raise
the hygiene level of the bedding, and increase
the lifespan of the mattress and pillows.

